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The policeman's conjecture lends itself to two important but different readings. The first would see the passage as exemplifying what Kenneth Warren calls James's "exquisitely ambiguous" critique of racism, as evidence of the fact that while James was critical of America's racial dynamics, he was also implicated in them. 2 Crucially, it is not just anyone who uses "nigger" to describe the messenger, it is a representative of the law (suggesting that a kind of cultural warrant secures his locution). The fact that the novel makes no other reference to race is immaterial; what matters, on this account, is the Reconstruction novel's use of a racial framework for understanding inequality and of the African American as an index for subordination.
In contrast, an alternate reading would highlight the novel's treatment of the inequalities between the sexes. Drawing our attention to the speed with which a shared understanding develops between the two men-one of whom (Ransom) is an outspoken critic of the women's suffrage movement-this reading would want to emphasize the importance of the policeman's making his claim in a space in which he cannot be overheard and in a moment in which both men have let their guards down. What matters, on this account, is the manner in which the conversation references a psychic map of power relationships and displacements that make clear that Ransom's intervention is an effort both to restore the heterosexual male to the position of power that Olive, a lesbian, currently holds and to limit the reach of Verena's message. So leaving aside the question of whether or not the passage indexes James's racism (these interpretations need not be exclusive of one another), what this reading would want to make obvious is the idea that the novel's fundamental concern is with the dynamics of gender inequality. 3 While both approaches contribute greatly to our understanding of the novel, I want to argue that the current emphasis on the racial or sexual politics of Reconstruction novels such as The Bostonians and other works of the Gilded Age miss the fact that these works imagine inequality first and foremost as an issue of economic inequality. 4 This is not to say that some of the major novelists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries did not harbor racist and/or sexist sentiments. It is to say, however, that highlighting the period's treatment of racial and/or sexual inequalities winds up obfuscating the fact that their primary commitment was to formulating alibis capable of legitimating differences between the economic standings of individuals for modern America-alibis that, I would argue, retain their currency today.
Using James as a case study for demonstrating how this problem plays out might seem odd insofar as his class commitments appear both obvious and settled. Even as careful a reader as John Carlos Rowe-who argues that James's reputation for having focused exclusively "on the problems besetting the rising middle-class and the waning aristocracy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries" is largely the product of a formalism that focuses on technique to the detriment of all other critical interest-acknowledges that "James's oeuvre is too narrow for many because it defends and bolsters bourgeois values in an historical struggle that is long past, won decisively by a powerful middle class." 5 In James, that is, we find a perspective deriving out of two very different kinds of attention: on the one hand from what is left over after his exclusion of the lower classes and, on the other, from his critique of the upper. So if James demonstrates, as Rowe says elsewhere, a "relative neglect of that 'grey immensity' of the European and American 'underclass,'" 6 his attempts to rescue individual points-of-view from a totalizing, top-down bourgeois perspective by "submitting them," as Ross Posnock describes it, "to [a] 'tonic shock'" makes them not exactly of the upperclass either. 7 Thus what it means for James to register "the middle" here is to ignore the bottom and deride the top. 8 As is obvious given the tenor of the preceding paragraph, I think this description of James's relationship to the middle lacks a kind of precision. My purpose here, however, is not to dismantle this connection between James and the middle but to demonstrate how James alters our notion of what it constitutes. For James's novel provides us with a powerful rendering of how the American middle class was being both reshaped and stabilized so as to mitigate any class conflict. treatment of class is not its valorization of a middle-class perspective but its effacement of the distinctions that generate class differences-a move that has the effect of making the middle far more expansive than it would be otherwise. It is the consequence of mistaking the former characterization for the latter, I will argue, that has helped produce the now ensconced version of Henry James as author of the middle class. This effacement of class is particularly striking in his so-called middleperiod in which James outlined both his aesthetic program and wrote his most overtly political novels. In The Bostonians most strikingly, maintaining one's place in the middle class depends not on the relatively difficult project of accumulating capital and wealth, but on the relatively easier project of cultivating individual (not class) interests. Thus the novel's main character-the dispossessed Southern aristocrat, Basil Ransom-concentrates on acquiring cultural rather than economic capital as he works to establish himself in Boston's and New York's social circles. When Ransom is assured that he has acquired a sufficient reserve-the acceptance of his article on politics by the publishers of The Rational Review signals to him not just the article's but his own worth-he tries to steal Verena Tarrant away from his cousin, Olive Chancellor, who has enlisted the beautiful and talented young woman as spokesperson for the women's suffrage movement. But what is remarkable about his confrontation with Olive is not its outcome-as readers we are fully prepared for Ransom's triumph over his cousin-but the manner in which his victory roots middle-class identity in neither wealth nor property. For Basil's securing of his middle-class standing requires Verena joining him in his poverty, as Ransom can barely afford to feed himself. 9 The importance of making Ransom's economic situation unimportant to his class standing lies in the clarity of its representation of an all-inclusive American middle class that features mobility happening within the middle class and not between classes. The novel, that is, presents the idea that class is only a social phenomenon and that any individual might rise and fall within the middle class at different times without their economic ups and downs affecting their class identity. It is therefore important for the novel's purposes that Ransom is both an aristocrat (albeit failed) and a member of the working poor because the novel claims it is the possibility of resolving such extremes within the middle class that defines the American class system. It matters, in other words, that The Bostonians routes its critique of American society through a character who relatively happily embodies not just contradictory, but seemingly antithetical class positions since it is the novel's project to demonstrate that any of the positions in-between these stops constitutes a middle-class identity. Thus occupying contradictory class locations, far from posing a threat to this identity's stability, looks from the novel's perspective to be a constitutive feature of being part of the middle class. Ransom was, is, and will always be middle class so long as he has enough cultural capital to ensure that future success remains a possibility.
From this perspective, Ransom's victory in Boston cannot represent his rising any more than his family's decline can represent his falling since The most important (albeit perverse) consequence of the novel's class logic, then, is that middle-class identities are affixed not as a consequence of any individual's relative standing vis-à -vis the upper and lower classes, but as a consequence of there being enough mobility within the middle class to make obsolete distinctions between upper and lower classes.
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This kind of resolution-in which middle-class standing is conferred with little regard to an individual's current economic fortunes-is idiosyncratic to America, on James's account, because the nation treats cultural capital as a substitute for economic capital. And something of The Bostonian 's contribution to this idea of America can be seen by comparing it to James's other major novel of the period set in England, The Princess Casamassima . In the latter novel, no matter how hard he works to develop his aesthetic tastes and regardless of the company he keeps (including a princess), Hyacinth Robinson can never escape the lower class; as a bookbinder, he is bound to bind books. Where Ransom's publishing of an article in the Rational Review acts as a signal to himself and to others that he is their social equal, there is no comparable demonstration that Hyacinth can perform that will lead others to treat him as anything other than as inferior. 12 Ransom's ability to publish proves that he is the sort of person who writes articles. And even more important, proving that one is the sort of person who writes articles obviates the question of whether or not one is the sort of person who makes any money off their articles. But Hyacinth cannot write himself into a similar narrative of success because success, on James's version of the English model of class, necessarily depends on the inheritance of title or economic capital. It is in the difference between these two characters' situations, in other words, that we begin to understand why James called The Bostonians his "most American" novel: it plays out the logic of the national-cultural fantasy that today, by some counts, results in 90-95 percent of Americans identifying themselves as middle class. 13 Or, to see the novel's accomplishment in terms borrowed from a current and influential vocabulary, James's novel exemplifies why the "Creative Class" that Richard Florida argues has been central to growth economies over the last 40 years fails to identify as a class. Florida argues that the Creative Class comprises those persons (like Ransom) who "share a common creative ethos that values creativity, individuality, difference and merit." common traits and concerns" (xi)-fails to develop a class identity is not simply a consequence of its being defined indeterminately. It is not simply the case that the Creative Class is "virtually unaware of its own existence and thus unable to consciously influence the course of the society it largely leads" (xxix). It is also the case that built into the concept of the Creative Class is the idea that economic inequalities should be treated as though they are more or less irrelevant, that ability and cultural capital are substitutes for economic capital. But as demonstrated by novels like The Bostonians -ones that help us see that the origins of both the Creative Class 15 and the belle é poque are completely compatible if not codependent-once "class" is disarticulated from economics and treated as a matter of character and/or creativity, it becomes difficult to understand what wouldn't count as a middle-class interest.
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Situating James historically within both the English and the American literary novelistic traditions helps bring out the class dynamic I mean to identify. For Raymond Williams, James's works signal an unfortunate episteme in the history of the novel written in English. His novels mark not only the genre's internationalization, they also, for Williams, mark a change in the novel's class associations. "It isn't the origins that matter," he says emphasizing American writers in particular, "it's the [loss of a] common consciousness, the common culture; a very specific set of common concerns, common preoccupations." 17 So while acknowledging that the novel became "more openly confident, more settled, less rough at the edges; something English in a new sense," it is "problematic" for Williams since it also makes him feel as though he no longer "belong[s]" to what "English then means" (122). Previously, the genre's association with women outside of the dominant masculine world and with "mobile individuals" (who had lower or lowermiddle-class associations) made the novel inclusive. Williams argues that the "English middle class" that gave the nineteenth-century novel its distinctiveness was, by contrast, "almost exclusive" (123) insofar as it pushed out other classes. Its authors came from "a dominant culture, meant to be dominant, filtering other cultures, other classes, through its own curious mesh, and there again, clogging the mesh a bit, a new self-conscious experimental minority" (123). Citing James's work as emblematic of the change in classconsciousness, Williams argues that, in James, there "is a transfer of process from the signified to the signifier; from the material to the work on material; from the life to the art" (135).
Leaving aside Williams's interest in belonging to a society that predated him by 100 years, it is important to note that his reading of James depends on locating the novelist not just within the English literary tradition, but also within the English class system (in which there are identifiable classes for James's middle class to dominate). This may seem a relatively straightforward observation on first glance but, as current accounts of the novel written in English confirm, most claims both for the novel and for its political effects also tend to amplify the importance of the English context. The most productive context for enjoying and interpreting working-class fiction is within a labour movement and political tradition: the collective struggle for equal representation in the political, social, and literary spheres. This does not mean that a working-class novel or short story must always reveal a high degree of class consciousness, but class factors will always be a material influence on a working-class text's production and reception, and therefore, ultimately on its aesthetic dimensions.
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What matters here is not so much whether Haywood is exactly right about whether or not the "most productive" context for reading working-class fiction is within a labor movement, but that he imagines that novels necessarily represent class positions and that all aspects of the novel, from its production to its history, are permeated by class politics. So where a critic of American literature like Brook Thomas argues that because the novel "demands a plot generated by individual characters" 20 it is incapable of representing classes, Haywood not only identifies novels with class positions but extends Williams's sense of not belonging to what it means to be "English" by identifying himself as part of an "alien culture" that emerges as a byproduct of England's rigid class system.
In America, however, where the divisions between-let alone the existence of-classes remains a point of debate, such claims are pushed to the side because of the middle class's inclusivity. The middle class's domination of both the economic and representational system in America cannot be restrictive in the way Williams describes or as exclusive as Haywood imagines because it is difficult to legislate who is and who is not part of the middle class. Thus instead of locating James within a history of class politics, Emily Miller Budick-who also locates James as a crucial transitional figure in literary history-follows a long line of Americanists who understand James's achievement primarily in terms of the turn away from romance and the extension of the realist novel's purview into the everyday. 21 For Henry James, the culminating figure in this tradition [Romanticism] , in the nineteenth century the issues of romance fiction come to take their place alongside another set of issues-those of the everyday communication of individuals, within a real and recognizable fictional world. Henry James, as the master of American realism (both psychological and sociological), provides the moment of transition where the genre of American romance is absorbed by different forms of twentieth-century fiction including, postmodernism, magical realism and science fiction.
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In representing James's contribution to the genre in terms of formal innovation, Budick represents James's politics as turning on their aesthetic rather than their class commitments. In contrast to someone like Haywood who identifies England's fractious class politics as responsible for producing It is not only a world where courtship and marriage have suffered a profound change, but also one in the process of losing the traditional distinctions of class; a world without a significant history or a substantial past" (14) .
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The Bostonians demonstrates how this break with the distinctions of the past was made possible. Basil Ransom is a young Southerner who, after finding himself dispossessed after the end of the Civil War, moves north in hopes of establishing himself as a lawyer. While he retains aristocratic traits-the narrator introduces him as having "a character of elevation . . . with a head to be seen above the level of a crowd, on some judicial bench or political platform" (6); a dialect signifying "nothing vulgar or vain"; and a "cultivated voice" (9)-the aristocracy of which he was part and which should have secured his place in the world is defunct. So despite Ransom's looking as though he belongs "on some judicial bench or political platform," his family itself is "ruined" (12) . Having lost their "slaves, their property, their friends and relations," Ransom is left having to sell off what is left of his patrimony and pursue a career. He arrives in New York to practice as a lawyer with only "fifty dollars in his pocket and a gnawing hunger in his heart" (12) .
Once settled in New York, Ransom travels to Boston to visit his distant cousin, Olive Chancellor, who invites him further north with some intention of having him marry her widowed sister, Mrs. Luna. But Olive-an important figure in the women's suffrage movement-and Ransom find themselves immediately at odds with each other since Ransom is, above all, an inegalitarian.
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Ransom's distaste for Olive's politics does not, however, preclude him from falling in love with Verena Tarrant, who functions as the movement's spokesperson. That Ransom cannot help himself is unsurprising given that Verena's voice does not merely persuade; it compels. Everyone, from Ransom to Olive (who also is in love with her), to Henry Burrage (son of one of Boston's wealthiest matriarchs), to the audiences that pay to hear her speak fall immediately under her spell. So while the content of her speeches is awful-Ransom describes it as "weak in argument, so inevitably verbose" (209)-it does not stop Verena from converting people to the movement and shaping an emergent public opinion. The bulk of the novel's plot concerns itself with Ransom's, Olive's, and Henry's mother's attempts to outposition each other in order to make Verena theirs. This battle culminates with Ransom interceding just prior to her speaking at a large auditorium in which "all of Boston is packed in" (339). But rather than giving her speech, Ransom persuades Verena to run off and marry him in a "union, so far from brilliant" (350), leaving Olive and the women's movement incapacitated and Filer, the capitalist who promotes Verena's speech, without an act.
The union that James is interested in, however, has nothing to do with the novel's sexual intrigues but with national reconciliation. And here it is crucial Ransom's acceptance of his American identity is important because it exemplifies how, in America, being poor is not equivalent to being lower class. Ransom's economic future may not improve so long as he fails to develop a client base for his law practice. But his economic failings will not affect his social standing since for James, unlike Pierre Bourdieu, cultural capital substitutes rather than indexes economic capital.
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It is "the costume of his province" and not his poverty that is a source of embarrassment on his arrival in New York. And it is his "ignorance of many things" that he has to overcome, not the fact that he can barely afford to feed himself. Because he has a "first-rate intelligence" (10), he is still treated by others as a social equal and as capable of improving his fortune. His provincialism may cause his "first angry blush" but it also serves as a report on his shortcomings and fuels his resolve "that here he would enter the game and here he would win it" (12) .
The Bostonians , in other words, repeats the objection James makes in "The Art of Fiction" to Walter Besant's claim that "a writer whose friends and personal experiences belong to the lower middle class should carefully avoid introducing his characters into society." 26 Although James never specifies why he thinks Besant's position is "rather chilling," we can see, in the light of The Bostonians , that such a restriction would have helped to reestablish the class distinctions that America had already broken down (51).
The impulse to maintain the middle also helps explain why James was so careful to establish the process through which the acquisition of cultural (and not economic) capital makes anyone into a someone. "I presume you are the only person in this country who feels as you do," exclaims Verena Tarrant to Basil Ransom after an afternoon of debate about his opinions on topics ranging from the women's issue to national education. Yet if Verena's taunt is meant to isolate Ransom by showing him that he lacks support for his positions on domestic policy, its effect is lost on him since he concurs with her assessment. "Not only the only person who feels so," he responds, "but very possibly the only person who thinks so" (256). Counterintuitively, Ransom deflects the force of her attack not by disagreeing with her but by acknowledging that his idea has not yet found its popular form. For Ransom, the fact that his ideas are not "felt" does not mean they are necessarily unpopular, just unrecognizable at present. He says: "I have an idea that my convictions Ransom believes that if he finds an "adequate form" for his thoughts he will in turn become the representative of the "slumbering instincts" of an "important minority" not constituted previously. Verena's charge, then, actually inspires Ransom because it ratifies his belief that a future in politics and letters awaits him if he can just express his ideas in a form that makes them accessible. When pressed by Verena on what "adequate expression" constitutes and what possible outcomes await him should he find it, Ransom admits that his aspirations go so far as to include the presidency. The only obstacle keeping him from making his move, he admits, is his inability to make his ideas understandable. Thus when Verena mocks Ransom by asking whether "he had advanced far in that direction?"-a question that Ransom understands as reflecting on his "present beggarly condition" (256)-he has to acknowledge her query as "perfectly legitimate" since it "repeated in another form . . . the idea that a gentleman so dreadfully backward in the path of fortune had no right to take up the time of a brilliant, successful girl, even for the purpose of satisfying himself that he renounced her." He tells the girl that his "success in life is one thing-his ambition another" and then informs her: "Nothing is more possible than that I may be poor and unheard of all my days; and in that case no one but myself will know the visions of greatness I have stifled and buried" (257).
It turns out, however, that what Ransom means by "poor" is to have gone unrecognized. It does not imply a change in his financial situation as his (economic) poverty never impedes his chances in New York nor his pursuit of Verena. And we know this because although his economic situation never improves, he feels fully justified in pursuing "the brilliant, successful girl" after he publishes an article.
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His acceptance from the editors of "The Rational Review" means more than marking his entry into the literary marketplace; it also "marks an era in [his] life" (287). It certifies publicly the fact that he has acquired the requisite cultural capital that he lacked upon first arriving in New York in Southern costume. Ransom acknowledges that his excitement over the matter must seem "pitiful" to someone like Verena "who publish The only way that we can understand this transformation as having taken effect is if we believe, as Ransom does, that cultural capital is equivalent to economic capital. For after his acceptance, Ransom no longer thinks of himself as "beggarly." Instead he tells Verena that, for the first time, "there was a place for [him] agrees with this assessment. Following the conclusion of her conversation with Ransom, when Miss Birdseye asks Verena whether "she hadn't pushed Mr. Ransom overboard," she tells the philanthropist: "Oh no; he has gone off-round the other way" (287) indicating that he is no longer her subordinate; his credentials certify Verena's belief that he is, like her, "deep" (199). To see Verena and Ransom's attraction as based on shared social position helps explain why accounts of the novel by critics like Judith Fetterley and Carol Levander are not entirely satisfying. In reducing Ransom's problematic relation to women to a question about power relations between the sexes they, for the most part, ignore the class dynamics that I've been mapping. Even when motives other than power are suggested for Ransom's actionsfor instance, when Levander acknowledges that his primary relationship to the women is economic-it does not represent accurately the novel's characterizations of events. Levander claims that Ransom is "'jealous' of the privilege that [Olive's] parlour connotes" . Levander is absolutely right to see Ransom as trying to influence public opinion, but she is mistaken when she recasts his motives as funded by an interest in participating in the world of commodities. If anything, his famous statement about his intentions for Verena, that "she was made for something different, for love," while not exactly a moral highwater mark, is meant precisely to pull her out of a world in which she functions only as a commodity (and not just for Filer but also for her father, Mrs. Burrage and, to a lesser degree, Olive). 31 If we see Ransom's and Verena's attraction for each as based on the novel's class logic then we also begin to see why their relationship causes the novel's other characters to undergo a reevaluation of their understanding of class mobility and class position in America. For example, Mrs. Luna-whom Ransom considers marrying for her wealth up until the point that he publishes-at first struggles to line up what she believes to be his upper-class identity with his desire to marry a woman she calls a "fifth-rate poseuse" (327). When Ransom appeals to her for information as to Verena's whereabouts so that he can see her "not in public [but]-in private," Mrs. Luna tells him that despite the fact that he is "not a very edifying young man" he still "deserved a better fate than to be jilted and thrown over by a girl of that class" (326). His distress over losing a girl like Verena appears ignoble to Mrs. Luna since it is not in keeping with his aristocratic heritage. She tells him that "it is very odd at your age you should be so little a man of the world!"
Calling Ransom a "man of the world" demonstrates that Mrs. Lunawho has been living in Europe and understands herself as part of the Italian upper class-has never thought of Ransom as being particularly American. His aristocratic background and her mistaken belief about the success of his law practice precludes her from seeing how his assimilation has affected his class commitments. It also stops her from realizing that, in America, she and Verena are members of the same class. Only when Ransom calls one afternoon asking for Verena's whereabouts and is instead directed to Mrs. Luna by Olive's servant is she forced to clue in to the situation. Ransom tells us that she "won't be pleased at having been spoken of as sort of equivalent" (327). While he is right-Mrs. Luna is aggrieved by being taught this lesson by a servant-her treatment as Verena's equal actually reinforces the aristocratic distinction she wishes to draw. Recognizing that Verena's "high destinies" and ambition to "reveal" herself to the "country at large" are the cause of her "cast[ing Ransom] off," Mrs. Luna tries to renew her romantic aspirations on slightly altered terms. She tells Ransom that she might stay in America and "content [her]self with [the] country" because, while she dislikes his character, she likes his (aristocratic) opinions. But Ransom points out that staying in America would prevent her son from becoming a "man of the world" (i.e., upper class) and that the reasons for his attraction to Verena (which we might now understand as a particularly American middle-class attraction) are inconsistent with her (aristocratic) attraction for him. He tells her it lies "in a sort of a reversal of the formula you were so good, just now, as to apply to me. You like my opinions, but you entertain a different sentiment for my character. I deplore Miss Tarrant's opinions, but her character-well, her character pleases me" (327). 32 Verena's transactions with her other potential suitor, Henry Burrage, confirm that it is character and not property or opinions that are at the heart of the nation's class dynamics. When Henry (who comes from one of Boston's elite families) first encounters Verena we are told he "would be very sorry indeed to ally himself to the house of Tarrant." His attentions are limited to his belief that a "man of taste [should] give that encouragement to low-born girls who were pretty, for one looked out for the special cases in which, for reasons (even the lowest might have reasons), they wouldn't 'rise'" (132). But here Henry makes a mistake-one that eventually leads to Verena's dismissal of him. Verena need not marry into wealth or adopt the "taste" of the upper classes to rise within the middle class; she need only demonstrate the fact that she has character. This is why the newspaper man Pardon calls her "a high-class speaker" (42) even though she possesses none of the other attributes that would make her "high-class." By the time Henry realizes his error-that an alliance with her had always been possible and that they are part of the same class-it is too late. For despite her being born into a family "inexpressibly low" (86) Verena knows she need not marry money: "she didn't want to marry any one" (105); she "prefer[s] free unions" (66). As Henry's mother puts it after her son is rebuked: "when a girl is as charming, as original, as Miss Tarrant, it doesn't in the least matter who she is; she makes herself the standard by which you measure her, she makes her own position. And . . . has such a future!" (238).
But to say that one can make themselves their own standard-to say that one's "position" is not a question of determination but of performance-is not to say that economic realities are unimportant; one of the major consequences of having a middle class defined on the basis of character is that it leaves untouched the economy in which property and capital circulate and inviolate those who have access to it. The price Ransom and Verena pay for their mobility within the middle class, in other words, is their poverty. This point is brought home when Verena reconsiders whether she wants to speak to "the city of Boston . . . under this roof" (343). Filer, who is described variously as a person who can "only boss," the "man who runs Miss Chancellor" (340) and the person who "runs Miss Tarrant," objects most strongly to Verena's decision to cancel. As the "invisible hand" in charge of "the lecturebusiness" he becomes exasperated with Verena's stalling and asks her if she realizes that "every quarter of a second, at the present instant, is worth about five hundred dollars?" (342). What matters to Filer is not the political positions that Verena and Ransom hold; what matters is that he makes money. Thus when Ransom suggests to Filer that he return the public's money and give them a present for their troubles, Filer states incredulously: "Money and presents? I should like to shoot you, sir!" (345). The wealthy may be only too willing to confer middle-class standing to Ransom and Verena on the basis of their public successes but they are not so liberal when it comes to economic redistribution. For social equality is not to be mistaken for economic equality. Filer's presence in the novel reminds us that although everyone in The Bostonians is middle class, the bulk of the profits the middle class generate is not retained by those who generate them. 33 Which is to say that Cushing Strout's claim-that James "was more fascinated with the characterological consequences of ideology than with the issues themselves, and the personal dramas in these novels tend to overwhelm the larger questions, politics being reduced to psychology"-misses the way in which the novel puts characterological issues at the heart of the nation's class politics. 34 Strout rightly praises The Bostonians and The Princess Casamassima for being two of the few instances in American literature in which the "abstractions of ideology" are connected to "the intimacies of the personal life," but these connections are not merely personal. Insofar as these novels treat character as the standard by which middle-class identity is conferred they are deeply political. They provide keys to understanding why an expansive and mobile middle class no longer functioned on the logic of scarcity. Or, put more strongly, character not only becomes a kind of property, it becomes both a kind of property anyone can possess and the most important property for anyone to possess. 35 As a consequence, issues like specialization and marriage-that in an English context produced class conflict-become, in America, emblems of a world in which class has been effaced; of a robust American individualism that does not merely ensure that anyone worth their salt rises on their merits, but that everyone is worth their salt.
Which is why we might understand the rise of personality not, as Warren Susman does, as signaling not the end of America's interest in character but its triumph. Susman argues that the change in American reading practices-from reading manuals of character in the middle nineteenth century to reading literature "interested increasingly in probing personality and less in studying moral or social achievement in the more traditional way of a culture of character" in the twentieth-indicates the "development of a new culture, the culture of personality." 36 That self-conduct manuals had quit quoting Emerson's definition of character-"moral order through the medium of individual nature" (174)-and were instead routinely repeatedly defining personality as "the quality of being somebody" (277) is evidence, Susman argues, that "the older vision no longer suited personal or social needs; the newer vision seemed particularly suited for the problems of the self in a changed social order, the developing consumer mass society" (280).
But as The Bostonians demonstrates most capably, what makes Ransom a somebody-what allows him to have a recognizable personality and to identify as part of what we would today call the creative class-is the fact that he has the requisite character that has come to define the middle class. It is this character that allows him to be taken as a social equal by someone like Filer who, prior to Ransom's appearance at Verena's talk, has "no theory of [Ransom's] identity" but who looks to exploit him just as fast as his character is established. Filer tells Ransom to "take her up on the platform, and have it out there; the public would like that, first-rate!" (340). And while Ransom and Verena turn him down, they don't profit from their refusal. Which is to say that, in America, people are only too willing to accept their economic inequality so long as their social equality is recognized; this is simply the price one pays for everyone being middle class. Twayne, 1996), 15. 23 . While Budick acknowledges that the consciousness Fiedler describes must also be "linked to the sociopolitical and economic controversies of the day and to the relation to Europe," the idea that class could be "lost" undergirds her fundamental point, which is that the American novel emerges out of "a more self-conscious world of national self-definition . . . and that the form of the nineteenth-century texts, the romance strategies cited by Hawthorne et al., were determined by what the writers understood to be the necessary literary-that is, cultural and intellectual-implications of the socioeconomic and political issues they were addressing" (14 ) . This claim is remarkable not only for its imagining "literary implications" as separable from "socioeconomic and political issues" but also for its understanding of the place of authors who, on the one hand, are absolutely determined by the nation yet, on the other, capable of abstracting themselves from the nation in order to produce an appropriate form and content for "the people." 24 . I take this term from Prime Minister William Gladstone who in 1878, after being characterized as a man who believed "one man is as good as another" told John Ruskin that he was "nothing of the sort." Instead he replied: "I am a firm believer in the aristocratic principle-the rule of the best. 
Notes

